INTRODUCTION
Social Networking Sites (SNS) such as Twitter, Instagram, Telegram, and Facebook is currently used by millions of users around the world, not only to communicate with friends but also to find and share recent content on various topics of interest with others in the web system [1] . Since the introduction of SNS, many people have integrated these sites into their daily practices and as part of their routine activities to socially interact with one another [2] [3] . This trend nowadays has lead researchers to conduct studies on SNS and its relation to users' behavior. Researchers and scholars from different fields have investigated the use of these SNS among many segments of the population in order to understand the practices, implications, and importance of these sites. SNS has gained much attention from the public over the past few years and it is among the most frequently used sites on the internet [4] [5] .
Ethical issues become one of the big issues in SNS and it is difficult to predict because it depends on changing of Information Computer Technology (ICT) and people attitude [6] . This makes ICT exciting, highly interesting and innovative but also challenging at the same time. Yet, most recently, SNS research is considered to consist of investigations of users' behavior on almost all platforms that display user contributions or user activities [7] . Ethical challenges always be a problem for computer users and the issues like privacy, pedophile, security, honesty, hacking, integrity, cyberbullying, computer crime and other issues growing as the numbers of tools and technologies. This totally depends on the level of users whether they would use the platform to share constructive ideas or disruptive ideas. Since there are no specific rules for SNS users to be followed, some people use it to share their unethical values or destructive ideas with others [8] .
In Islam, the ethical values are always mentioned in the highest place in all aspects of human life. In every aspect of Muslim life, they should refer the Islamic legislation, ethics, and teach as a source [9] . Ibn Khaldun who is well known as the Father of Sociology in Muslim history and civilization, was among the eminent scholar who discussed how Muslim ummah can gain their position as the leading civilization of the world by excelling in knowledge, values, and ethics in lives [10] . His thoughts in The Muqaddimah are all selfcreated, genuine and innovative ideas. It is due to this fact that even though he lived during the 14th century his masterpiece book still manages to shed light on events of current times. His ideas covered various aspects of human life, including ethical issues. His thoughts have not lost their relevance as time has passed [11] . This paper attempts to analyze his deliberations on selected ethical issues with respect to SNS by taking his most famous book -The Muqaddimah -as the main reference.
II. PRACTICAL ISSUE
One major factor that contributed to this information environment is users' voluntary information sharing on SNS. Generally, SNS platform mostly provides sharing features, which promote the dissemination of ideas, reactions, comments, interests, activities, messages and other forms of user-generated content for other users to consume [12] . The growth of SNS nowadays is unsurprising that their usage has garnered media attention including the stories involving predatory child sex offenders, pedophile cases, identity theft, workplace usage levels and even addiction [13] . SNS also have been targeted especially for cyberbullying and this issue goes beyond the borderline of time and space [14] . Cyberbullying can be described by posting hurtful or threatening messages online, spreading rumors, taking and posting unflattering pictures of a person, or circulating sexually suggestive pictures or messages about a person on SNS [15] . The explosion of SNS has changed the way human beings connect, collaborate and live their daily lives. There is no doubt that as technology becomes more advanced these changes will continue in this uncommon phenomenon of information revelation era [16] . For instance, unintended uses of SNS, as for purposes like sexual grooming of minors and other antisocial behavior, demonstrate the difficulties of applying existing laws in the context of digital technologies [17] .
Coming into the 21st century, social issues and concerns must be elevated to a higher priority on the agenda of Muslim. Past achievement of Islamic scholars has given a lot of contribution to the development of science and civilization of human being and also with their valuable works. History has shown that during this period many Islamic scholars emerged such as Abu Yusuf, Al-Ghazali, Ibn Taimiyyah, Ibn Khaldun, Al-Maqrizi, etc [18] . Ibn Khaldun is chosen because his intellectual mind surpasses time which has seen its relevancy until today. For example, his scientific understanding ('Ilm al-'umran al-bashari) was discussed within the religious cultural framework as set by the Qur'anic ethics toward knowledge acquisition and creation [19] . His works contain brilliant insights and deeply based on Islam that allows it to be repeated readily and utilized by future generations.
In his monumental work The Muqaddimah, he developed a theory of 'ilm al-'umran which is a study of the science of human association or social organization. His book is unique for its emphasis on verifiable information and precise knowledge about laws of society and social change [31] . His systematic treatment in The Muqaddimah clearly has a deterministic sociological outlook. Like Comte, Spencer, and Durkheim, Ibn Khaldun believed that society has its own social laws which alone regulate and determine the nature of social phenomena. Yet, like other Muslim scholars and scientists, Ibn Khaldun believe in the limitations of human science versus the superior unlimited Divine Knowledge [19] .
III. SIGNIFICANT GAP
The development of ICT cannot be investigated without understanding the complexity of the systems and without identifying and understanding individual actors within them [20] . Having considered the issues of human life, Ibn Khaldun has contributed to the advancement of human civilization through historical reports. As a sociologist, Ibn Khaldun ideas have reflected the importance of the history of universal thought as much as within the Islamic environment. From Ibn Khaldun's view, cooperation in social interaction among the members of the same tribe or group who are bound together by social solidarity can hold society together [21] .
The discipline of social science has evolved over time similar to how Ibn Khaldun's thinking and approaches also evolved to suit the changing times [22] . There have been attempts on the part of a contemporary Western scholarship to westernize Ibn Khaldun's model of thinking. On the other hand, Western scholars interested in Ibn Khaldun's work are nonetheless puzzled by certain aspects of the author of The Muqaddimah with the result of the positivist, empiricist, and rationalism [19] . Based on this argument, this research relies on the nature and characteristics of Ibn Khaldun's theory of social analyses and science of civilization and relate them to social networking channels. The Muqaddimah has been referred in explaining how each of these sources of social and civilizational analyses contributes to ethical issues faced in SNS.
IV. RELATED WORK
This article concentrates on two main focus areas are being considered to identify in this paper which are Ibn Khaldun's thoughts from his discourse and ethical issues in SNS and ICT. The literature has been reviewed particularly in this topic area. Firstly the literature has been reviewed related to ethical issues in SNS and ICT. Secondly is analyzing of Ibn Khaldun's thoughts from The Muqaddimah book. The purpose of this literature review is to find out the related work and review the previous work under this topic area to see if this problem or issues has been raised in any previous work.
A. Ethics in ICT
The research about computer ethics is not isolated from research about Islamic ethics. It is observed that most of the currently accepted Western basic principles of ethics in research are consistent with the instructions of Islam. Hassan [23] has mentioned that Islamic ethical systems differ from available ethical systems and from the moral code. Islamic ethics emphasizes the relationship of man to his Creator. According to Noordin [24] , he described that ICT is the major technology in decision-making and communication tool to assist human beings in fulfilling their relationships in terms of habluminannas and habluminallah. Both relationships must have rules and adab (ethics). There must be ethics in ICT from the Islamic perspective and has become one of the major issues in ICT nowadays. Al-A'ali [6] described that computer ethics is based on facts, conceptualizations, policies, and values related to constantly changing computer technology and people's attitudes. Accordingly, Ibrahim et.al [9] reported that computer users always facing ethical challenges as there are growing numbers of tools and technologies. All of this issue related to ICT ethics can be explained from an Islamic perspective. In Islam, the ethical values have been put in higher places in all aspects of human life. As a Muslim, we should always refer to the source of Islamic legislation and teach in every aspect of our life. Fallis [25] have found that the ethics of ICT is only a small part of information ethics. Information ethics is essentially concerned with the question of who should have access to what information. Advances in IT have made the people more aware of these issues. In the same manner, Asadullah, Yerima & Yusuf [26] described that ethics is the principle of contribution to the society as an ICT professional. Ethics develops moral standards that people consider reasonable to hold and acceptable to apply in their lives depending on human choices.
B. Ibn Khaldun's Discourse
Hassan [27] has described that new cross-disciplinary sociological sub-fields continue to appear such as economic sociology and network analysis. However, many sociologists have tried to make the discipline used to be implemented for non-academic purposes. Sociological methods, theories, and concepts urge the sociologist to explore the origins of commonly accepted rules governing human behavior known as the sociological perspective. Syed Agil [32] also mentioned that Ibn Khaldun states the purpose of human existence is to follow the religious injunctions in all his actions in order to prepare his welfare for the here world and hereafter. Therefore the religious laws have as their purpose for human beings to follow such a discourse in all their dealings with God and their fellow men.
According to Hernawan [28] , Ibn Khaldun highlights that human beings were created as political or social, who always need someone to sustain their life. God's will to fill the world with mankind and let it breed as caliph would not be accomplished. Dhaouadi [19] described that The Muqaddimah by Ibn Khaldun is a systematic analysis of Arab society before and during that time. As such, Ibn Khaldun's sociology thoughts to be viewed as a school of sociological thought in its own right among modern sociological schools. Not only in the Arab-Muslim civilization but in the entire history of the social thought of humankind, his unique thought as being matched by no one [19] .
Wan Razali [29] in his article, he opines that The Muqaddimah are proofs of Ibn Khaldun's epistemology, altogether of his understanding of knowledge and religion, as integrative or in a tawhidic manner. In addition, Abdullah [10] discuss the issues and problems that affect young people nowadays with reference to Ibn Khaldun's theory by highlighted the Importance of Knowledge and Ethics in Youth Human Capital Development. According to Machouche [30] , he examines in his paper about the religious and moral perspective from Islamic view of human development by referring Ibn Khaldun's thoughts.
V. METHODOLOGY
In this research, a qualitative study has been applied through a textual analysis method on The Muqaddimah by Ibn Khaldun. The process involves the analyses of the contents of Ibn Khaldun discourse related to ethical issues, and categorize them into themes in SNS. The themes then developed into a ten (10) list after a thorough theme-finding process. Then, the study has focused on acquiring expert verification of that list of Ibn Khaldun's thoughts derived from his Muqaddimah book. The experts are those who have knowledge in sociology and have a good understanding in Ibn Khaldun's discourse. The overall diagram flow process in identifying Ibn Khaldun's thoughts from his book is shown in figure 1 . 
A. The Muqaddimah Book
The main part of this phase is The Muqaddimah book itself. The English translated version title 'The Muqaddimah: An Introduction to History' by Franz Rosenthal [33] and Indonesia language translated version title 'Mukaddimah' by Masturi Irham [34] (Figure 2 ) have been reviewed in order to have an understanding of Ibn Khaldun's discourse. The reading process has focused on understanding the study areas of human civilization and lives to determine differences between main and general characteristics. Highlighting SNS as an electronic social medium for communication and interaction between people around the world, Ibn Khaldun's thoughts from his book contributed significantly to the ideas in the understanding of human culture and civilization in the field of sociology. 
B. Ibn Khaldun's Thoughts
This phase is about data collection by identifying Ibn Khaldun's thoughts gathered from The Muqaddimah book (Table 1A) . Several thoughts of Ibn Khaldun's have been studying related to state origin, Bedouin civilization, Khalifah, government, civilization, economy, and 'Asabiyyah in order to understand of human life and civilizations area. Several previous research has also been reviewed in giving the supporting ideas and understanding of what has been discussed in that book within that topic area. Several thoughts are identified from literature process, they are understanding of the basic goal of human creation, strengthen the social integration among community ('Asabiyyah), good system of education, teaching of al-Quran, early childhood education, inculcate good manners and ethics, emulate past achievements of Islamic scholars and creation of awareness among the society from Suhaila [10] . Other thoughts have been reviewed are from Sulaiman [31] , they are harus teliti, keyakinan be more responsible and cautious in sharing news. Another example is Worship Allah. Ibn Khaldun written in his book melampau, tersilap tafsir maklumat, tidak jelas maksud yang tersirat, gagal meletakkan sesuatu peristiwa dalam seluruh keadaan, mengampu, jahil mengenai fitrah dan membesarbesarkan sesuatu hal. These Ibn Khaldun's thoughts have been identified and reviewed related to the ethical issues found in SNS. It can be the chosen factors that should be interpreted to the ethical issues to ensure the peaceful for computer users in dealing with the SNS. Human capital development should be focused in every aspect to be adapted as the role of contributors and recipients in SNS medium to be sure that the Islamic ethical principles been followed by them.
One example from Ibn Khaldun's thoughts which is Khalifah. In his book is written that Khalifah made by God as his substitute to handle the affairs of His servants. It is necessary, as required by the religious law, to cause the mass to act in accordance with the religious laws in all their affairs touching here world and the hereafter. Nowadays, Khalifah idea can be implemented by our leader in controlling the ethical issues happened from SNS users like uploading false communication with the intent to annoy, abuse or threaten another person by implementing newly enacted 'Anti-Fake News Act 2018'. This can restrict incorrect news spread and protect the public interest from manipulated news content and also it is hoped that they will TABLE 1A. IBN KHALDUN'S THOUGHTS that the soul in its first natural state of creation is ready to accept whatever good or evil may arrive and leave an imprint upon it. When customs proper to goodness have been first to enter the soul of a good person and his (soul) has thus acquired the habit of (goodness, that person) moves away from evil and finds it difficult to do anything evil. This ideas also can be applied by our leader who is handling communication and multimedia job scope in preventing SNS users from the cases like cyberbully, pedophile, sexual harassment, hacking and many more.
C. Verified Sources
The last phase is the verification of the lists of Ibn Khaldun's thoughts identifies from The Muqaddimah by an expert. The experts have analyzed the proposed thoughts from sociology and verified the thoughts from Ibn Khaldun discourse which is related to human culture and civilization from the field of sociology. The experts have reviewed the lists and suggested extra thoughts of Ibn Khaldun's that are related and necessary for this research to be added due to a wide area of Ibn Khaldun's discourse in the book (Table  1B) . 
VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, SNS users always facing ethical challenges in faces the IT world. Because of that, there is the need for ethics from an Islamic perspective in determines human actions in using computer technology. Since the growth of new media technologies for SNS, it's affecting our society in the way they present their lives every day and participated in social movements. From that, the need of view from sociological perspective related with Ibn Khaldun's thoughts in dealing with human behavior to act in a good manner for themselves and communicating with others. Even after seven centuries, Ibn Khaldun's ideas and discourse still suited our changing times and contemporary needs. His view's a part of the method that can be used in order to solve the ethical issues in SNS. This study needs a further research having considered a wider range of theory Ibn Khaldun's Thoughts Explanation from The Muqaddimah book
1-Worship Allah
The soul of human in its nature since it is born is ready to accept whatever good or evil 2-Social Integration/ Social Solidarity ('Asabiyyah) Unity and social integration. People should unite and practice social integration to ensure the survival of a civilization and harmonious life. The social solidarity which is owned by the leader must be stronger than the other
3-Good Education/ Childhood Education
Provides the way for imparting knowledge and sciences, practical skills, ethics, and values. Produces human quality and dynamic characters
4-Teaching al-Quran
Learn the Quran and ethics is among the symbol of Islam. This is the first category of knowledge that needed to be taught
5-Good Ethics
Society neglected their ethics and value systems, they would adopt the qualities of their environment and company and thus the city will teem with low people of blameworthy character
6-Great Scholars
A human civilization will be weakened if there is no tradition of scholarship within a community
7-Awareness Society
Leaders of a country play a significant role in organizing strategic plans to the realization of people's trust and their expectations to achieve progress in future through the development of quality human capital Ibn Khaldun's Thoughts Explanation from The Muqaddimah book
1-Good Governance/ Politics/ Khalifah
Khilafah is a government that is based religion, govern citizen in accordance with God's instructions both temporal and hereafter. Government is based on religion
2-Economy
Agriculture as a source of livelihood or making a living. Crafts improve and increase when the demand for their products increases
3-Human Civilization
Have same problems in the world with others, but it is still in limits necessity, not in luxury, lust, and pleasure. Bedouin people live simpler than those cities live starve leaving luxury food is better in religion than people who live in luxury and excess and sources in order to find out the effective ways for computer users in dealing with ethical challenges nowadays.
A. Contribution and Usefulness
The research works interlinked between SNS ethical issues and Ibn Khaldun's thoughts can be a platform or model for the targeted user group. Throughout this process, it can be improved and extend to broader areas for ethical issues model with several potential enhancements. This research also contributes credible sources verified by experts who are knowledgeable in sociology area and have a good understanding of Ibn Khaldun's discourse.
B. Limitation
There are several limitations have been identified in this research. The first is the unavailability of contemporary books related to Ibn Khaldun's. After having a through searching available in online databases as well as published books and journal, this study only managed to gather books as cited in the references. Second is the massive sources of The Muqaddimah book that combines three approaches: historical, sociological, ecological analyses, thus that may lead to the possibility of missing the many important points. The third limitation is the difficulty to categorize Ibn Khaldun's brilliant ideas into selected ethical themes are proven to be challenging. The Muqaddimah is indeed an important social book, but only ten (10) themes were able to be captured as having a direct connection with the ethical issues in SNS area. Fourth is the source of language. Since The Muqqaddimah is originally been written and published in Arabic, there is a possible language distortion in the translation and transliteration process, which was underlooked by this study.
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